In Japan, most pregnant women are routinely tested for Chlamydia trachomatis (CT) using nucleic acid amplification tests according to the Guidelines for obstetrical practice (1,2) for the prevention of neonatal CT infection. In 2014, we requested 2,544 obstetrical facilities that are the members of the Japan Association of Obstetricians and Gynecologists to provide data regarding prevalence of CT infection in pregnant women. The prevalence of CT infection in the Japanese pregnant women was 2.4z overall, with an even higher rate (16.0z) among women who were teenaged at the time of delivery (2) . The aim of the current study was to examine the prevalence of CT infection in each region of Japan (Fig.  1 ) because mathematical models can predict an exponential distribution of prevalence of CT infection across regions where a disease is disappearing. Table 1 shows the distribution of CT-infected pregnant women in Japan based on the additional interview.
The overall CT infection rates in pregnant women differed by region, with up to approximately 1.5-fold (range: 2.1-3.2z, p ＜ 0.01 by x 2 test). As shown in Table 2 , the rates of teenaged pregnant women also differed according to region (1.8-3.1z [approximately 1.5 times], p ＜ 0.01). There was a significant correlation between the overall CT infection rate and the rate of teenaged pregnant women (r 2 ＝ 0.36, p ＝ 0.037 by least-squares test). However, the differences in the CT infection rate in the teenaged pregnant women did not reach significance (p ＝ 0.06).
The current study did not indicate significant differences in prevalence of CT infection among the 7 regions of Japan. Differences in the CT infection rates among the 7 regions of Japan are attributed to differences in the rates of teenaged pregnant women. In previous stud-ies reporting age-based estimates, younger participants had higher prevalence of CT infection estimates than older participants, which were associated with cervical biological immaturity (3) and sexual behavior because the numbers of sexual partners are highest in the younger groups (4). Our current data may also support the previous reports (2-4) . Therefore, to reduce the prevalence of chlamydial infection in Japanese pregnant women, an extensive uniform sex-education program for adolescents is needed.
